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27 GREEK JEWELRY DESIGNERS
@ the Museum of Arts and Design NY

Jewelry Exhibition & Sales

16 - 19 NOVEMBER 2017

           Opening hours:

                        Thu                        14.00 - 21.00
                 Fri - Sat - Sun       10.00 - 18.00

3 Sections:

Precious Eternities  l  Solid Metals  l  Material Worlds

The Exhibition will be located on the 7th floor of the Museum covering a total space of 150 sqm.

Museum of Arts and Design
2 Columbus Circle

New York, NY 10019
www.madmuseum.org



One of a kind symbolic wreath 
created from jewelry

by the participants artists.
A wreath to remind us that today,

we have achieved what is important.
Collaboration!

I created this wreath with love,
thus proudly signing it for what it represents.

Mary Samoli

The parTicipanT arTisTs

precious eTerniTies
Stavros Dimos l Maria Fotopoulou l Stelios Karantonas l Kevork Kolanian - Orofasma

Kouzoupis S.A l Maramenos & Pateras l Anileve by Evelina Papantoniou l Evan Tsoukalas

solid MeTals
Margarita Chrissaki l Dared by Despina Daldaki l Eleni Daskalaki 

Ukka Lelle by Marilina Deligiannopoulou l Vasso Galati
Vanile on the Rock by Vanessa Geroulanos l Danai Giannelli l Myrto Grigori

Bijoux Bizarres by Panos Kardasis l Katia Kolokytha l  Evangelos Kyriakos
Daphne P. l Chryssanthi Papaxenou l Mary Samoli l Olga Maria Tsiligkiroglou

MaTerial Worlds
Maria Chaniou l Fotini Kostouli l Sofia Papakosta l Konstantina Tzavidopoulou

A JEWEL MADE IN GREECE

Concept & Design: Mary Samoli

Advising Art Historian: Iris Kritikou

Production Planning Consultant: Verina Samoli

Golden SponsorUnder the auspice of

George Spyromilios CDG

HELLENIC REPUBLIC
Ministry of Culture and Sports



A JEWEL MADE IN GREECE
“Made in Greece“ should be a mark of distinction for the Art of 

Jewelry

1 Idea – 22 Milestones – 1550 Days 
95 Artists – 400 Creative Collaborators 

June 2013: the idea was established. February 2014: Technopolis. July 2014: 
Grand Resort Lagonissi. February 2015: Technopolis. April 2015: Dubai. June 
2015: Poseidonion Grand Hotel, Spetses. December 2015: European Parliament, 
Brussels. January 2016: Athens International Airport. February 2016: Technopolis. 
April 2016: New Ashgate Gallery, United Kingdom. Summer 2016: Oia Treasures 
Art Gallery-Santorini, Poseidonion Grand Hotel - Spetses, Petasos Beach Resort & Spa - 
Mykonos, Municipal Art Gallery - Mykonos, Apia - Costa Navarino, Multicultural Center 
Αkroproron - Spetses, Plaza Resort -  Anavyssos, Μarch 2017: Zappeio Megaro Summer 
2017: Oia Treasures Art Gallery - Santorini, Multicultural Center Αkroproron - Spetses, 
Plaza Resort - Anavyssos, Petasos Beach Resort & Spa - Mykonos, “Celestyal Olympia” 
cruise-ship. NOVEMBER 2017: Museum of Arts & Design - New York. December 2017: 
Divani Apollon Palace & Thalasso - Vouliagmeni.

The idea:
A Jewel Made in Greece is a flexible and elegant platform which engages designers - 
producers of contemporary art jewelry by developing a creative dialogue between the 
culture of art and the history of Greek jewelry.

The goal: 
The exhibition’s goal is to present and promote the image of Modern Greek Jewelry in 
Greece and all over the world.

The implementation:
In 2013, following a personal pursuit, I implemented my idea, by presenting the 1st Annual 
Designers’ Meeting, which had the honor of being under the auspice of the Ministry of 
Culture, the Ministry of Development, Enterprise Greece, the National Archaeological 
Museum, the Numismatic Museum & the Ilias Lalaounis Jewelry Museum. Moreover, the 
Byzantine and Christian Museum, the Museum Alex Mylona – Macedonian Museum of 
Contemporary Art and the Museum of Greek Folk Art, participated in the exhibition by 
presenting replicas of ancient jewelry collections. 

The cooperation: 
A Jewel Made in Greece, constituted by 70 inspired designers, has as a priority to support 
and highlight the uniqueness of each of the designers. I strongly believe that jewelry, like 
any other work of art, refers to the meeting between the human entity and the universe. 
“Jewel”, which means arrange in harmony, is the human need to sort out what is happening 
around him.

The “soul” of the exhibition: 
70 Greek contemporary designers participate by exhibiting their jewelry, promoting an 
important message: The Greek Jewelry is timeless and competitive in Greece and abroad.

Celebrating 5 years! 
In 2018, following what we have already achieved, we present the 5th Annual Designers’ 
Meeting “A Jewel Made in Greece ” at Zappeion Megaron, α celebration of our 5 year 
existence! 

Our “Jewel” is under the auspices of the Ministry of Culture & Εnterprise Greece. 

Mary Samoli
Concept, design and implementation



The arTisTsThe ArTisTs



precious eTerniTiesPrecious eternities

Dimos Jewelry by Stavros Dimos

1. “Noir” collection. Necklace, 18k gold with diamonds.
2. “Noir” collection. Earrings, 18k gold with diamonds.
3. Bracelet, 18k gold with diamonds and tanzanite and ceylan sapphires.



1. “Pressure Collection“, pendant in silver 925º, yellow gold 
plated, with akoya pearl.

2. “Pressure Collection“, ring in 18k yellow gold with 
diamonds 0,14ct.

3. “Moon collection”, ring in silver 925º, yellow gold plated 
with baroque pearl.

Maria FotopoulouMaria Fotopoulou Stelios KarantonasStelios Karantonas

1. “Queen Bee” necklace, 18k yellow gold chain, pearls 
and green saphire.

2. “Queen Bee” earrings from pearls, pink sapphires 
and18k yellow gold.

3. “Queen Bee” rings in 18k yellow gold, pearls and 
green & pink tourmalines.



Kevork Kolanian - OrofasmaKevork Kolanian - Orofasma

1.   Pendant from the “Eternal Love Diamond” collection. White gold 18K with a 
whirling diamond.

2.   Ring from the “Eternal Love Diamond” collection. Pink gold 18K with diamonds. 
The central diamond is whirling.

3.   Bracelet from the “Eternal Love Diamond” collection. White gold 18K with 
diamonds.  The central diamonds are whirling.

Kouzoupis S.AKouzoupis S.A

1. Rings from the “Eternal Collection” in K18 Gold, with enamel and embedded with diamonds.



Maramenos & PaterasMaramenos & Pateras

1. Handmade bracelet from the collection 
“Shadow & Light”. K18 Gold and diamonds.

1.  Earrings, 9K yellow gold scotch effet & silver 925° rodium plated with white diamonds.
2. Bracelet, 9K yellow gold scotch effet & silver 925° rodium plated with white diamonds.

Anileve by Evelina Papantoniou



Evan TsoukalasEvan Tsoukalas

1. StarstrucK Collection Jacket Earrings in 18k gold with diamond and blue rose cut sapphires.  
Inspired by the star lit sky aboard a plain on one of his trips, Evan used these pointed star like stones to create his collection, proving his 
theory that inspiration can be found anywhere.

2. Tattoo Collection Eye Earrings in 18k gold with diamonds, pink sapphires and pink rose cut sapphires.  
Inspired by his friends, Evan decided to create and dedicate this collection to them. Most of Evans friends have one or more tattoo’s and 
Evan has yet to get one. Therefore, he decided to create tattoo-like jewels and share the beauty of this art with his friends and the world.

3. Olympus Collection Bracelet, God Poseidon in 18k gold with diamonds and spinel beads. 
Inspired by ancient Greece and the Gods of Olympus this bracelet’s beading pattern pertains to God Poseidon. Poseidon was the God 
of the seas and he would according to his mood and will have the power to make the seas calm or turbulent seas. This is the beading 
version that connects to the calm seas.



solid MeTalsSolid MetalS

1. “Dreamcatcher”, pendant, silver gold plated with hand selected and hand cut 
feathers integrated with wire. Thread detail is hand woven.

2. “Nighttime”, earrings, gold plated silver.
3. “Mademoiselle”, ring, rose gold plated silver.

Margarita ChrissakiMargarita Chrissaki



Eleni DaskalakiEleni Daskalaki

1. Collection “Geometry Lines” necklace.
2. Collection “Cut to the chase” knife ring.
3. Collection “I’ve dreamed” cuff.

1. “Bonsai’”, silver 925º gold plated ring with rhodium.
2. “Bonsai”, silver 925º gold plated bracelet with rhodium.
3. “Bonsai’”, silver 925º gold plated ring with rhodium. 

Dared by Despina Daldaki



1. Gold plated necklace with silver 925º gold plated 
motif and zircons.

2. Silver 925º earrings gold plated with zircons.
3. Silver 925º bracelet black rhodium and gold plated.

Ukka Lelle by Marilina Deligiannopoulou Vasso Galati

1. Necklace, silver with jewellery thread and real pearls.
2. Bracelet, silver with jewellery thread and real pearls.
3. Bracelet, silver with jewellery thread and real pearls.



1. “Melted Tear”, gold plated sterling silver pendant.
2. “Tart Melt”, gold plated sterling silver and black carved Jade earrings.
3.  “Coralis”, gold plated and rhodium plated sterling silver earrings.

Vanile on the Rock by Vanessa Geroulanos Danai GiannelliDanai Giannelli

1. “Chloe”, necklace 24K gold plated silver with sweet water pearl.
2. “Chloe”, earrings 24K gold plated silver with sweet water pearl.
3. “Chromata”, bangles in 24K gold plated sterling silver.



“Dancing Tutu”

1. Silver 925°, enameled necklace.
2. Silver 925°, enameled earrings.
3. Silver 925°, enameled bracelet.

Myrto GrigoriMyrto Grigori

Panos 
Kardasis

1. Apron necklace combining embroidery, 
silver gold-plated crosses and black pearls. 
“Memory of Things” collection.

2. Clip earrings, representing two byzantine 
eagles. Silver gold-plated with pearls.

3. Long necklace made of freshwater pearls, 
chains and a square module inspired from 
Priam’s Treasure.

Bijoux Bizarres by Panos Kardasis



Katia KolokythaKatia Kolokytha

1. “Lace” collection, gold-plated brass bracelet.
2. “Crinkle” collection, gold-plated brass ring.
3. Pendant with shell element, tied with metal and combined with fresh water 

pearl, fildisi and crystals.

Evangelos Kyriakos

1. "Ochendra", necklace, bronze gold plated with malachite and gold plated hematite.
2.   "Chelidonia", bracelet, bronze gold plated.
3.   "Astro", brooch, silver and sapphire.



Daphne P.Daphne P.

1. Gold studs.
2. Blots cuff.
3. Tribal gold pendant.

Chryssanthi PapaxenouChryssanthi Papaxenou

1. “Sea Treasures”, necklaces, silver 925º & pearl, gold platted.
2. “Athina” ring. Silver 925º, brilliants. Gold platted.
3. “Broken Marianna”, ring, silver 925º, gold & rhodium platted.



Olga Maria TsiligkiroglouOlga Maria Tsiligkiroglou

1. “Lucky Walks”, necklace in 925º silver gold plated with white corals.
2. “Lucky Walks”, earrings in 925º silver gold plated with white corals.
3. “Lucky Walks”, bracelet in 925º silver gold plated.

Mary SamoliMary Samoli

1. “Desert allure”, silver 925 necklace.
2. “Desert allure”, silver 925º earrings with rubies.
3. “Wild flower”, silver 925º cuff.



MaTerial WorldsMaterial Worlds

Maria Chaniou

1. Choker necklace, silver 925º, pearls.
2.   Earrings, silver 925º, pearls.
3. Earrings, silver 925º, black rubber, pearls.



Fotini KostouliFotini Kostouli

1. “Craters” collection. Pendant, 925º silver gold plated. 
2. “Craters” collection. Bracelet, 925º silver gold plated. 
3. “Craters” collection. Ring, 925º silver gold plated. 

Sofia PapakostaSofia Papakosta

1. “Callisto”, vintage embroidery, black onyx, pearls, agate, gold 
plated thread and gold plated stud.

2. “Semeli”, vintage embroidery, pearls, blue jade (lapis), black onyx, 
agate, green and red crystal, gold plated beads and silk thread.

3. “Andromaxi”, vintage embroidery, coral, pearls, turquoise, hematite, 
gold plated beads and thread.



Konstantina TzavidopoulouKonstantina Tzavidopoulou

1. “Figure II”, brooch, gold plated 925º silver.
2. “Andromeda”, collier in metallic threads, black onyx, velour, bronze, 

plastic
3. “Archaic III”, earrings, gold plated 925º silver.




